HEALTHIER SKIN MAKES HEALTHIER WORKERS.
HEALTHIER WORKERS INCREASE PRODUCTIVITY.
HIGHER PRODUCTIVITY BOOSTS PROFITS.
Stockhausen is a leader in occupational skin care. In 1935 we developed the first syndet (synthetic detergent), which is superior to soap in
skin compatibility. Since then, we have been leading the way in the research and development of skin care products that help keep working
skin healthy.
Occupational skin disease is the second leading cause of occupational
disease or injury and will increase in frequency because of new chemical hazards that are being introduced into the workplace everyday.
By using Stockhausen's 3-Point Program, workers assure themselves of
the best products for helping to prevent skin disease and more specifically dermatitis.

Stokolan - Skin Conditioner
Description: Heals dry skin by replacing lost oils and moisture. Ideal for
chapping, chafing, and eczema. Silicone free.
Profile: Stokolan is a highly concentrated ointment type conditioner designed for use in applications where the skin is exposed to rough treatment
or weather.
By adding moisture and oil to the skin, Stokolan assists the natural regeneration of the skin. If applied regularly, it keeps the skin soft and smooth, and prevents it
from becoming chapped or dry.
-Helps the skin regenerate
-Contains 25% fat for maximum remoisturization
28547708
-Environmentally Friendly Packaging
$24.77

KRESTO®
Heavy Duty Cleaner
Description: Extra heavy duty cleaning, grease, oil, grime, ink, carbon
black, sewer sludge, and adhesives.
Profile: KRESTO® is a high performance hand cleaner designed to
quickly and effectively clean extra heavy duty industrial dirt. It contains a
very low concentration of safe solvent, making it much easier on the skin
than old style high solvent products. Its natural scrubber, ASTOPON®, is
made from walnut shell powder, which is a renewable natural resource. As such, it does
not strain the environment by depleting natural resources, and it is completely biodegradable. KRESTO® does not clog drains or pipes.
>> Outcleans All Other Hand Cleaners
98704506
>> Over 1,000 Dispensings Per Bottle
$19.06
>> Environmentally Friendly Packaging
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